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The main subjects of this talk are
two directions of Functional

Analysis:

a) asymptotic theory of the finite
dimensional normed spaces;

b) approximation theory.



Two current trends:

I) Fast implementation of the 
theoretical results in practice due 

to the development of 
Computer Science and AI.

II) Convergence of the indicated 
directions of the Functional Analysis to 

some directions of Theoretical 
Computer Science including mutual 

penetration of methods of 
investigations.



Nowadays the following notions 
from FA are widely used 

in practice:

Kolmogorov n-width

m-term approximation

Greedy algorithm



Definition 1 (Kolmogorov width)



An example of practical 
application

THEOREM  A  (B.K., 1977)



More generally

THEOREM  B
(B.K., 1977,  

Garnaev and Gluskin, 1984)



Definition 2









Why is the representation (3) useful?





Another very wide field 

of practical applications

of the width estimates 

(Theorem B)

is compressed sensing.



Definition 3







The width of skew octahedron







Definition of orthomassivity (2002)









Problem (P. Grigoriev)



Lovasz Θ-function



Another important example 
of the problem about width 

of the skew octahedron









The table of widths
for nonlinear operator





Signum-rank
Definition 4

THEOREM C (Forster)









THEOREM



Matrix rigidity





THEOREM D 

(J. Alman, R. Williams, 2017)





THEOREM E (Yu.  Malykhin)



Definition 4









Gram matrices of the systems
of uniformly bounded functions











THEOREM E
(B.K., Russian Math. Surv., 2022, № 1)



Thank you for your attention!
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